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PRESS RELEASE 

New MUSICA Workstation brings Intelligence 
to Agfa's digital imaging solutions. 
 
Innovative features support a customer driven workflow, 
connectivity & collaboration, enhances safety features and 
Microsoft Windows 10 support. 
 

Mortsel, Belgium – 25 September 2018 – 16:00 CET 

 

 The MUSICA Workstation is designed for intuitive use with direct 

radiography (DR) and computed radiography (CR) general radiography, 

fluoroscopy, mammography* and full leg/full spine modalities. 

 The MUSICA Workstation provides Agfa’s digital radiography with ‘gold 

standard’ MUSICA image processing software, includes international 

standard exposure index measurements and administrative reporting 

while supporting potential dose reduction. 

 Following the ALARA principle, the workstation provides advanced dose 

hygiene features including weight based exposure classes. 

 

At RSNA 2018, radiology professionals will discover intelligent radiography 

powered by MUSICA, at Agfa’s booth.  Developed in close cooperation with 

technologists, the MUSICA Workstation reflects Agfa’s commitment to putting 

intelligence into the hands of imaging departments, to help optimize productivity 

and patient care.  Being the ‘nerve center’ of the imaging environment, it offers a 

single, intuitive interface for smooth, efficient DR and CR general radiography, 

fluoroscopy, mammography and full leg/full spine (FLFS) imaging. 

 

Flexible and fit to purpose 

The MUSICA Workstation has been designed to meet the needs and tasks of 

technologists, radiologists and the imaging facilities themselves. Built on mature, 

robust and proven technologies, it incorporates customer-driven innovations that 

facilitate flexibility and customization. Workflows can be easily tailored to users 

so that the most frequent tasks are the easiest to complete. Just a few taps on 

the touchscreen identifies a patient, initiates an exam, controls image quality, 

and more. Radiologists have fast access to images, comfortable and quick 

reading with consitent image presentation and a unique 1-click workflow. 
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One interface, numerous applications 

Covering general radiography, fluoroscopy, mammography and advanced 

clinical applications like full leg/full spine (FLFS) imaging and tomosynthesis, all 

MUSICA Workstation workflows are intuitive and efficient.  An new and 

refreshed user interface keeps the amount of distracting visual clutter to a 

minimum, providing a smooth patient- and user-experience. With a similar look-

and-feel across modalities, it eliminates the need for special training, increases 

day-to-day staff efficiency and makes support much easier. 

 

Dedicated exam protocols are available for dynamic imaging: both fluoroscopy 

and rapid sequence imaging. Dedicated mammography tools are optimized for 

specific mammography screening or diagnostic workflows. FLFS stitching offers 

a seamless body view, with minimal time-consuming manual interactions. 

 

Diagnostic confidence, with MUSICA image processing 

The MUSICA Workstation provides MUSICA image processing for all Agfa DR 

and CR systems. This gold-standard software offers diagnostic confidence, with 

excellent image quality and consistent images, meeting the taste preferences of 

any facility and for any specialty examination. ‘First time right’ imaging, for any 

collimation, body part or patient position, helps optimize the imaging workflow, 

while supporting value based patient care and potential dose reductions.  

 

Compliance and connectivity 

The MUSICA Workstation meets Exposure Index and IHE guidelines and is 

DICOM compliant. It also supports the IHE Radiation Exposure Monitoring 

(REM) profile, enabling structured dose reports to be sent directly to the picture 

archiving and communication system (PACS) or to dose monitoring systems. 

And it can be connected to the radiology information system (RIS) and PACS, 

enabling many tasks to be automated. 

 

“We are focused on enabling intelligent radiography at the modality level, 

building in quality, safety and productivity features to improve the imaging 

experience of patients and staff,” comments Louis Kuitenbrouwer, VP Imaging, 

Agfa. “The name ‘MUSICA’ has been synonymous with quality imaging for 

decades, thanks to our ‘gold-standard’ image processing software. And while 
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 the software is the ‘brains’ of the imaging workflow, the Acquisition Workstation 

is the nerve center.” 

 

* Digital Mammography not available in the United States.  

  

For an image, courtesy of Agfa, click here 

  

About Agfa 

Agfa NV is one of the world’s leading companies in imaging technology. Agfa NV develops, manufactures and 

markets analogue and digital systems for the printing industry, for the healthcare sector, and for specific 

industrial applications.  The group has more than 150 years of imaging experience.  The healthcare division 

delivers diagnostic imaging solutions that set standards in productivity, safety, clinical value and cost 

effectiveness.  Agfa is headquartered in Mortsel, Belgium. The company is present in 40 countries and has 

agents in another 100 countries around the globe. 

 
 
For more information on Agfa, please visit www.agfa.com  

 Follow us at Twitter 
 

 
 
Agfa, the Agfa rhombus and MUSICA are trademarks of Agfa-Gevaert N.V. Belgium or its affiliates.  All rights 
reserved. 
 
All information contained herein is intended for guidance purposes only, and characteristics of the products 
and services described in this publication can be changed at any time without notice. Products and services 
may not be available for your local area. Please contact your local sales representative for availability 
information. Agfa HealthCare diligently strives to provide as accurate information as possible, but shall not be 
responsible for any typographical error.  
 
Only the English version of this press release is legally valid.  The versions in other languages only represent a 
translation of the original English version. 
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